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S C H O O L 

 

School Uniform for KS3 and KS4 pupils 

 

Blazer Navy blue with navy blue buttons and a school badge on the breast pocket. Pupils must 

carry blazers with them at all times. It is not an optional item. 

School Trousers Plain Grey or Black.  It is not an optional item/unless exchanged for a school skirt. 

School Skirt Plain grey, either straight with a kick pleat or a kilt, not black, of an appropriate length. If a 

student continues to wear a skirt inappropriately they will be asked to wear trousers. 

School Shirt or School Blouse Plain white with standard collar and a top button (not a revere collar for girls). These must 

be worn tucked into the waistband of trousers or skirt. Any clothing worn under the shirt 

or blouse must not show above the collar or have logos or wording that are visible through 

the material of the shirt or blouse. It is not an optional item. 

School Pullover Plain mid-grey or navy blue with ‘v’ neck (no logos). This is the only permitted additional 

item of clothing for cold weather. Sweatshirts, jumpers, hooded fleece tops or similar 

items are not permitted. Pupils may wear additional items of clothing under their shirt or 

blouse for extra warmth, but these must not show above the collar nor have logos or 

wording that are visible through the material of the shirt or blouse. It is optional to wear 

this item. 

Socks Socks plain grey, navy blue, black or white. 

Tights Tights plain neutral, navy blue, black or grey. 

Shoes Formal, leather or leather style, black with low heels, suitable for school. Shoes, which are 

backless or have open toes, sling-backs, high heels or boots are not allowed. Shoes should 

not be decorated in any way. Trainers must not be worn in place of shoes. Shoes are not 

an optional item. 

Tie Community or Year group (Y7-8) colours and worn in a formal style, properly knotted and 

tied to an acceptable length showing five stripes below the knot and done up to the top 

button of the shirt. Ties must not be tucked into shirts or blouses, have the threads pulled 

nor be coloured in. Ties are not an optional item. 
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